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AGITARE TECHNOLOGIES (AGITARE) PARTNERS WITH DATAGARDENS INC. AS A MANAGED
SOLUTIONS PROVIDER FOR DRaaS
Agitare signs agreement with DataGardens to be a Managed Service Provider for SafeHaven®
Redmond, WA— 7/16/2014, Agitare Technologies and DataGardens have partnered to offer a
fully managed Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS) offering. Services include Disaster
Recovery Planning, Recovery Operations, Monitoring, Incident Response, Run Book Automation,
Auditing and Compliance. These services will leverage SafeHaven®, DataGardens’ cloud-based
disaster recovery solution, together with Agitare Technologies’ managed services consulting and
cloud expertise.
“We pride ourselves on providing the right level of management consulting and advisory services
to help our customer in selecting a DR solution that can meet wide range of business
requirements and IT systems configurations,” says Jim Palmeri, CEO Agitare Technologies “We
were looking for a cost effective, reliable and highly differentiated solution that is hypervisor and
application agnostic, and can be used with virtualized as well as non-virtualized environments to
help our customers manage their on-prem and cloud-based deployments. DataGardens’
SafeHaven provides that level of capabilities along with an intuitive user interface that simplifies
the DR process. “
“DataGardens is fortunate to partner with Agitare Technologies,” says Geoff Hayward, CEO
DataGardens Inc. “their disaster recovery and cloud expertise is highly valued by our customers.
Many organizations prefer to be able to call on this expertise both in designing their recovery
plans and in the critical hours following a disaster when services need to be quickly restored.”

DataGardens Inc. www.datagardens.com
DataGardens is a pioneer and leading provider of disaster recovery software systems. Major
cloud providers use DataGardens flagship software suite, SafeHaven®, to offer their endcustomers cloud-based Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS). DataGardens customers benefit
by receiving far more comprehensive disaster protection for their critical IT systems at a far lower
price point than conventional solutions.
Agitare Technologies, Inc. www.agitaretech.com
Agitare Technologies, Inc. is a boutique consulting firm that specializes in cloud computing, big
data, disaster recovery and IT managed services. Agitare Tech provides advisory services to
enterprises and helps them transform their technology assets into modern, data-driven,
competitive services that increase the value of their business. With a good balance of emerging
technologies expertise and proven enterprise experience, Agitare Tech ensures that customers
have the right level of support to develop robust technology strategy that will meet their
business and IT needs.

